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Abstract

This paper focuses on the evaluation of KVM options related to Input/Output
performance. The technology developed by Red Hat offers many choices to the
end user for configuring the interaction between the Virtual Machine and the real
storage space. This document presents tests and recommendations in a bottom-
up approach, starting with the virtual drive interface emulated by hypervisor and
covering details up to the way that host’s file system acts while flushing guest’s data
to the disk drive. In this paper we analyze many options provided by KVM, evaluate
the performances delivered and extract some relevant ”best-practices” conclusions.

1 Introduction

Kernel-based Virtual Machine is one of the emerging technologies for virtualization. Even
if it is not yet capable to compete with VMWare’s suite, it is one of the major options
available today on the market, with a share almost equal with Microsoft Hyper-V’s [4].
The technology is developed by Red Hat, the well-known north american vendor and
evolved from the Qemu project. Starting with Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6, KVM is
supplied as the default virtualization solution, as it was considered mature enough to
replace Oracle’s XEN. The Qemu-kvm project itself is an open-source project, therefore
it is possible to find and use KVM in many other Linux distributions available, Ubuntu
usually packing newer versions than the enterprise level RHEL.

It is important to know that KVM relies on hardware virtualization technology to achieve
better performance. In fact, Qemu-kvm represents roughly just hardware virtualization
support added to qemu emulator. Therefore, remember to have lower expectations when
using KVM without VT-x or AMD-v enabled, as it will rely mostly on the software
based quick emulator. Even if not necessary enterprise level mature, Qemu-kvm delivers
some very interesting features like qemu copy-on-write disks (qcow), paravirtualization
(with guest OS drivers) and integration with management software suite like libvirt. This
paper evaluates paravirtualization, drive interface emulation, disk caching and disk file
allocation.
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This paper is related to an experiment of running KVM virtual machines in batch systems
for educational purposes. This document [3] describes the architecture of the system used
and the technologies behind the idea. One key technology used is the qemu copy-on-write
drive image format. This is the reason why most of the tests described here use qcow2
drives.

The idea for this paper came after reading an article on ilsistemista.net [2] . The article
presented the effects of selecting disk file format and caching strategy on IO performances
of virtual machines. The conclusion of the test was that a qcow2 image with metadata
preallocation enabled can perform almost as well as a raw image drive, if the caching
strategy is not write-through. However, tests presented here were performed only with
IDE disk interface.

This document focuses on three main aspects. The first one is which drive interface should
be emulated by hypervisor between the disk file and the virtual machine for increased
performance. Also, it is important to know which format should be used for VM’s disk
storage on the host system and if there is any connection between the drive interface
emulated and the storage format used. Finally, we should be able to compute how many
IO operations per second does a VM used for educational purposes need on average and
how many VM’s could be hosted on a node with a specific storage technology. The
approach to this experiment is a bit different than most of the papers and posts available
on the web as we used two types of nodes: a desktop-level computer (core 2 duo, 4GB
memory, 7200 RPM SATA drive) and an enterprise class server (dual quad core Xeon,
8GB memory, hardware RAID 1 of two SAS 10K drives). More details will be provided
in the setup chapter.

The main purpose of this document is to understand how IO operations are performed
by KVM. Also, it is important to know how to avoid IO bottlenecks and how to increase
the VM density on a hardware node to provide better productivity. Moreover, it must
be possible to approximate how many virtual machines can be hosted on a node with a
given hardware configuration. All those aspects are analyzed in the following chapters.

2 KVM IO Architecture

In order to be able to optimize the IO operations performed by KVM it is important
to understand how data passes from the virtual machine through the hypervisor and is
finally written to the real hard disk drive. Qemu-kvm uses files from host system as
virtual drives for VMs. With the flexibility of the Linux environment, it is possible to
use anything that is represented as a file: normal files, logical volumes, entire partitions,
entire drives, multiple devices arrays, etc. These resources are accessed by the hypervisor
through the standard system call interface. Note that the read/write operations can be
subject to caching, if the driver responsible for the guest file system decides to do it (eg.
ext4 partitions make extensive use of caching).

Moving on the stack, the hypervisor takes the files stored on the host system and represents
them as devices through an emulated standard storage interface to the guest OS (eg. IDE,
SCSI, SATA,etc.). This approach makes sure that standard drivers included in almost
all operating systems can be used by the guest to interact with the emulated devices. If
the guest operating system does not care that it is running in a virtualized environment,
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it can simply expect the hypervisor to answer to standard communication interfaces for
storage devices. However, if the guest OS contains specialized drivers that can be used
to optimize performance in virtual environments, it can make use of them for improved
throughput. This is called paravirtualization. The paravirtualization technology used
by KVM is called VirtIO. Note that in order to use paravirtualization, VirtIO drivers
must be available in guest’s OS kernel. While major Linux distributions already include
them, Windows system require special procedures for installing VirtIO drivers. Hence,
it is probable that virtual machines running Windows in the KVM stack will experience
slower IO performance and higher processing overhead.

Inside the virtual machine, the drives are represented as standard Linux storage devices,
mentioning that VirtIO disks use a name like /dev/vda. Inside the guest system, the
drives can be partition and formatted, according to user’s requirements.

Below is depicted the entire KVM’s IO stack:

Figure 1: IO Architecture of KVM

One important detail that can be remarked from the previous figure is the fact that data
can be subject to up to three levels of caching. The file systems from virtual machine and
real machine can use caching techniques to improve performance, as ext4 does. Moreover,
even the hypervisor can perform its own caching procedures. Tests performed by [2]
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show that enabling caching at hypervisor level does not improve performance (almost
no difference between caching set to none and caching set to write-back). Moreover,
enabling write-through strategy degrades heavily the performance of the system during a
Linux system install. To conclude this idea, the recommendation is to disable cache at
hypervisor level or enable write-back and stay away from write-through.

Probably the most important performance tuning resides in the emulated interface used by
the hypervisor for representing storage devices to the guest system. For best performance,
it is recommended to use VirtIO as much as possible, but be prepared to fall back to
standard interfaces like IDE or SCSI if the guest OS does not support VirtIO drivers.
Next chapter will show what impact has this choice on the entire system.

The format used for storage files on the host system can also impact performance. The
major options for storage format are qcow2 and raw. While raw files are completely
allocated when created, they should provide best overall read/write performance, as the
data blocks should be allocated continuously. On the other hand, qcow2 files grow when
additional space is required. They also have some interesting features: can be used as base
images, can use encryption/compression, support internal snapshots, etc. It is possible
to reserve all the required space for a qcow2 when created, if the preallocation mode is
set to metadata. Thus it is possible to reserve a continuous space on the disk, improving
overall performance, while still being able to use qcow2’s special features.

Even the device type from the real machine used for storing virtual machine’s drives
can affect performance. The results can be affected by the behavior of the file system
created on the storing partition which can be tweaked using standard options. It is also
possible to use a raw partition or a logical volume as a virtual drive, thus eliminating the
processing overhead for the guest file system and possible caching strategies and leaving
full management possibilities for the hypervisor and guest operating system.

3 Implementation

This chapter describes the logic of the tests performed during the investigation process
and how partial results obtained influenced the flow of operations.

First of all, there were two major tests used for performance testing. The first one was
a fresh CentOS 6.3 x86 64 “Web Server” install, with default configuration. This is
an IO intensive operation with many write transactions, thus evaluating the allocation
performance for the entire KVM IO stack. CentOS 6.3 was chosen because it was possible
to install it using kickstart files and it also supports VirtIO. The second test is based on
a use case closer to the way that our virtual machines are actually used when started in
the batch system infrastructure for educational purposes. The VM had to boot, load the
operating system and enter runlevel 3, execute a 2GB write operation, wait 100 seconds
for eventual flushes and shutdown gracefully. Note that because we make extensive use
of qcow drives in our system, most of the tests were performed using this type of storage
format.

The first test was a CentOS install on a new virtual machine equipped with a 5GB HDD,
stored as a qcow2 file. The challenge was to decide which interface between the hypervisor
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and the guest OS performs better. More details are shown in the ”Results” chapters, but
I should mention that VirtIO provided by far the best performance.

Next step was to test if the optimizations shown here [2] actually work with the IDE inter-
face, as described in the original paper. It was a nice surprise to see that activating qcow2
preallocation with metadata and using raw image format improved the performance.

All the tests mentioned above were performed on the desktop system described in previous
chapters. However, after considering the previously obtained results I moved on and did
the rest of the test in a production environment using the Xeon powered IBM server.

First test performed on this machine evaluated the efficiency of the possible optimiza-
tions for the storage file format, performed when VirtIO drivers are active. The surprise
was that with paravirtualization enabled, there is almost no difference from using qcow2
preallocation, raw images or even raw access to a logical volume. Caching strategy at hy-
pervisor level has no effect on performance. The conclusion at this point was that VirtIO
drivers are just smart enough to select best optimization strategies. With VirtIO enabled,
it is possible to use qcow2 drives and enjoy all the features of this format without loosing
performance, when compared to the alternative of using raw images or logical volumes.

The last set of tests was performed on the IBM server and consisted in the boot-write-
shutdown steps described in previous paragraphs. The purpose of this test was to decide
how many IO transactions per seconds (tps) are performed by a virtual machine during
this type of operation. As I was interested in the actual tps that are performed on
the real storage device, I used iostat to gather statistics while running different virtual
machines with storage files written on partitions with file systems like ext4, ext3, ext2,
reiserfs or raw LVM devices. At this point, caching strategies of the driver responsible
for each file system started to influence the results. The virtual machine with raw LVM
storage provided a blueprint of the actual IO operations initiated by the kvm process.
The winners were reiserfs and ext4. However, note that ext4 tends to read a lot of data
when starting first time the VM, as it tries to cache the disk file. Hence, the first ext4 test
showed a spike of over 100 tps at the beginning of the first test. The second test simply
used the cached image and the results were better than what reiserfs provides, without
that aggressive caching attitude of ext4.

The following chapters present the experimental setup and the actual results obtained,
along with detailed conclusions and recommendations.

4 Experimental Setup

The experimental setup was pretty simple and consisted of two systems used for perform-
ing test. I used a desktop system (Dell Optiplex 755), powered by a Core 2 duo cpu with
3GB of RAM and a 160 GB 7200 RPM SATA 2 disk. The operating system used was
Ubuntu 12.04 (kernel 3.2.0-40-generic) and the hypervisor was qemu-kvm 1.0.

The second system used was an IBM System X server, powered by 2 quad core Intel Xeon
processors. It was equiped with 8 GB of RAM and one RAID 1 array of two 72 GB SAS
10K hard disk drives. RAID 1 array was managed by a hardware controller with integrated
battery powered RAM cache for increased resiliency. The OS used was CentOS 6.4 x86 -
64 (kernel 2.6.32-358.2.1.el6.x86 64) and the hypervisor package installed was qemu-kvm-
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0.12.1.2-2.355.0.1.el6.centos.2.x86 64. Packages used for reiserfs support (kmod-reiserfs
version 0.0-1.el6.elrepo.x86 64, reiserfs-utils version 3.6.21-1.el6.elrepo.x86 64) were down-
loaded from Elrepo Repository.

The reason behind using two systems for testing purposes is quite simple: I wanted to
test software capacity on a system with limited power, but I also wanted to see the real
effects of possible tweaks on a powerful production machine.

5 Results

This chapter presents the results obtained during the tests performed and presents the
arguments for the conclusions stated in the next chapter.

As already mentioned, the first test aimed to decide which bus performs better between
the hypervisor and the guest OS. The test consisted of a CentOS 6.3 (”Web Server”)
install in a virtual machine with drives stored in qcow2 format. The system used for VM
hosting was the Dell Desktop. 5

Figure 2: IO Buses

It is obvious that VirtIO provides best performance. However, I wanted to test if it
is possible to optimize the results for the IDE bus, as described by [2]. Therefore I
performed two additional installs, using the described tweaks. The results show that the
optimizations really work for the IDE bus (figure 3). 5

The next step was to switch the storage device bus to VirtIO and try to improve perfor-
mance used the same optimization used for IDE. However, it seems that there is almost
no performance boost with VirtIO enabled. Using logical volumes (a solution expected
to improve performance) does not provide any benefit. Results are presented in figure 4.
5

Up to this point, the conclusion is that enabling VirtIO is the strongest optimization
available and it is possible to use qcow2 with default options without important perfor-
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Figure 3: IDE Optimizations

Figure 4: VirtIO Optimizations

mance penalty. However, if it is not possible to enable VirtIO, go for IDE and use raw
drive images or qcow2 disks with preallocation set to metadata.

The following tests were performed with VirtIO enabled, using qcow2 storage format with
default options. The idea behind the next set of tests was to decide how many transaction
per second can a virtual machine actually perform during a simple boot-write-shutdown
cycle. The length of test was close to 150 seconds, as there was no relevant performance
penalty with either option. However, I tried to vary the file system format of the partition
storing the drive image files.

I was expecting to see some aggressive caching strategy from ext4, therefore I performed
several tests involving this file system. At the beginning of the first test, ext4 driver
loads an important amount of data into the memory, which improves performance on
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the following tests. I also tried to use ext4 mounted with sync option, but this does not
degrade performance. Results are presented here 5

Figure 5: Ext4 tests

A virtual machine uses roughly an average of 5 tps when the disk is stored on an ext4
partition, with the exception of the initial read spike. Given that a standard 7200 RPM
drive can offer 100 tps, it seems that 20 virtual machines can be stored on a average spec
desktop without IO performance degradation, when expecting this educational behavior.

Next image shows results for the same test, when the storage files are on ext3, ext2 or
reiserfs partitions:

Figure 6: File systems

Reiserfs and ext4 deliver the best performances. However, note that ext4 improves per-
formance thanks to the aggressive caching strategy, which pulls data from the hard disk
at the beginning of the first test (not shown in this graphic).
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It was important to test also how many tps are recorded when the storage image is
written directly on a logical volume. Using this approach, it is possible to identify the
actual number of tps requested by the virtual machine and hidden by the cache associated
with the file system used on the real machine. Note the high number of requests associated
with LVM in 5.

Figure 7: File systems and LVM

6 Conclusion and Further Work

The results of the experiments described in this paper identify the optimizations that
can improve IO performances for KVM virtual machines. We evaluated the impact of
the interface emulated between the qemu-kvm hypervisor and the guest OS and the best
choice is to use VirtIO drivers. However, if this is not possible, it is recommended to use
IDE bus which can perform better if preallocation is set to metadata for qcow2 image
files or if raw image files are used.

Note that when paravirtualization is enabled with VirtIO, the tweaks that work for IDE
don’t offer any benefit, because the drivers are already smart enough to choose the best
strategy no matter what is your storage file format. Hence, users can store images as
qcow2 files, raw images or logical volumes without any penalty. Moreover, hypervisor
level caching does not affect performance either.

Regarding the layers below the drive image files, it is better to store such files on a partition
formatted ext4 or reiserfs, thus reducing the transactions per second performed by the
storage device. When the virtual machine interacts directly with a logical volume, the
tps number increases, because it lacks caching from any file system driver. LVM behavior
can be configured to activate a more aggressive caching strategy, at the expense of higher
inconsistency risks. The average tps for images stored on reiserfs or ext4 partitions is
below 10 (in fact around 5), thus it is possible to host disk files for 20 VMs that serve
educational purposes on a single 7200 RPM SATA drive. With a high performance storage
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array, the number can increase seriously, as performance can be boosted by hardware
RAID controllers (with separate cache).

For future, I want to extend investigate the performance between the conclusions described
here and distributed file systems like LustreFS. Another interesting approach is described
in this paper [1]. It is based on performing hardware device passthrough, thus allowing the
guest OS to fully control the real hardware storage device. However, there is an important
problem, as this limits dramatically the possibility to move the virtual machine between
nodes, making this approach less fit for our batch system infrastructure.

I consider that this document shows how IO operations can be optimized to improve the
overall performance of a virtual machine. This paper also remarks that on a node designed
to host educational VMs, the bottleneck is probably the RAM capacity, rather than IO
devices, especially if the storage devices are high performance arrays. For this problem I
recommend using the VirtIO baloon device for reclaming unused memory from the guest
OS of the virtual machine.
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